Let Dimplex inspire you

CONNECT
Electric fires
2019/2020

www.dimplex-fires.eu

Fire is dangerous, we were taught as kids. Fire is warm and cosy, we learned
around the campfire. Fire is magical, we feel on a winter’s night, watching the
flames dance. Human civilization began with taming fire. With the invention of
electric fires, we have tamed it for a second time. Whether in a private apartment,
a hotel lobby, a bar or a restaurant, the patented Dimplex technology creates
a fire that is warm, cosy and magical – and above all safe.

Let Dimplex inspire you ....
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The

Dimplex vision on living

City smart
In the city we have to be flexible, efficient and sustainable in how we deal with our space and materials. This
results in an increasing need for small, flexible homes. Small apartments, containers and tiny homes are good
examples of this. A Dimplex fireplace is a sustainable solution and should fit anywhere, even in the smallest
space.
Communities
There is an increasing number of communities, where people live together and look after each other, living
for example in apartments with individual space that can be subdivided as required by means of flexible
wall partitions. There is also an increasing number of spaces where residents make much more use of shared
living spaces like a laundry, a roof terrace and a living area. Wherever people gather and share facilities and
personal stories, fire will connect them.
The consumer as interior designer
The interior of your home says something about who you are, what you believe in and how you want to
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live. People are increasingly the curator of their own home, where they create their own design and layout.
Inspired by social media and personalised by means of collected objects that are displayed as a showroom
of your life. Old and new are combined, we want something new, but we also want to include what is good
or tells a personal story.
Flexible and modular living
Important elements in a home are space and comfort, and how you can play around with them. A Dimplex
fireplace can add comfort and atmosphere to the available space. Whether that space is in a stately mansion
or in a small apartment, there is a solution for every home and for every room. A fireplace is not only suitable
for the living room, but also adds value in your kitchen, when you are cooking for your loved ones or friends.
Think of the sense of wellness provided by a fireplace when you take a luxurious bath or relax on your
balcony after a long day.
The role of fire in your interior
Fire inspires, relaxes, alleviates and reduces your heart rate. Fire attracts people,
stimulates contact and connects us. A cosy, comfortable fireplace gives you a sense of
relaxation and well-being. Let us inspire you and add value to your interior.
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Fire systems
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Discover the difference
Whatever your style or taste, there’s a Dimplex fire of your dreams to
match your budget. Whichever fire you choose, it will be the warm and
comforting focal point you’d always hoped for.
Find out more about the patented Dimplex fire systems on the next page:
1. Optiflame®
2. Revillusion®
3. Optimyst®
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Fire systems

Fire systems

Optiflame®

Optimyst®

A fire with Optiflame technology shows calming

Fire from water. The “fire” in a fireplace with

flames above the lit fire bed, resulting from a soft

Optimyst® technology consists of unique flame

light reflected in a large number of moving mirrors.

patterns and water mist, moving along freely in the

Depending on style and mood, the colours of the

surrounding air. The captivating effect is the result of

flame and fire bed can easily be adjusted in some

a combination of energy efficient lighting and safe

models. Very contemporary! Furthermore, the fire

water mist. This water mist contributes to a good

bed of some models can be decorated entirely

humidity level in your home.

®

to your own taste, using materials other than the
ones supplied. This means you can personalise your
fireplace to suit your own interior design.
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Revillusion®
Revillusion® is our latest flame technology and a new
milestone in electric fire. The brick interior gives a
unique broad view of life-like flames. These flames
rise up without reflection from the life-like, sparkling,
glowing wood feature in the centre of the fireplace.
The colour and intensity of the light can be adjusted
in many different ways with the easy-to-operate
remote control. The light view can be adjusted
precisely to the required atmosphere, the style and
the surrounding light.
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Icons

Heat function
The fireplace is equipped with a heat function which can be used as an
additional heater. It depends on the specific fireplace if it has one or two
heat settings.

Cool Blow Function
This function will circulate the air to provide some cooling air flow which
is comparable to a ventilator.
- 10 -

- 11 Adjustable brightness
The brightness of the firebox can be set in different levels to adjust to
the desired ambience. It depends on the fireplace, of how many steps of
brightness you can choose from.

Sleep-timer (8 hours)
The sleep timer can be set in 0.5 hr increments from 0.5 hr up to max
8.0 hr. The device will then turn off automatically after the pre-set time.
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Firebox and inserts
Our range of fireboxes and insert fires offers you a multitude of
possibilities. You can choose different sizes and features, according
to your needs and within your own project.
Whether you assemble your own surround or build your own
integrated stone mantel in your house, we have the right product
for your dream fireplace in your home. All our fires have a built-in
heater for great comfort.
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Insert

Insert

NEW

NEW
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Viotta de Luxe

23" Firebox - XHD23

26” Firebox - XHD26

DF2010 - 20” firebox

DF2550 - 25” firebox

DF2624L - 26” firebox

Optiflame

Optiflame

Optiflame

Optiflame

Optiflame

Optiflame®

42,7 x 66 x 22,5 cm

58,4 x 51,9 x 19 cm

66 x 45,6 x 19 cm

54,7 x 56,1 x 22,8 cm

66 x 47,9 x 22,4 cm

69,4 x 59,8 x 20,9 cm

•	This insert engine is inclusive

•	Frameless glass front gives an

•	Frameless glass front gives an

•	This insert engine is inclusive

•	This insert engine is inclusive

•	This insert engine is inclusive

®

heater and log set
•	To build in own surrounds
and/or furniture
•	Manual thermostat for
temperature settings

®

elegant look

®

elegant look

•	Flames are adjustable in speed

•	Flames are adjustable in speed

•	Digital thermostat for easy

•	Digital thermostat for easy

adjustment temperature
•	Multicolour fuel bed with red
and blue colours
•	Easy touch controls on the
product

adjustment temperature
•	Multicolour fuel bed with red
and blue colours
•	Easy touch controls on the
product

®

heater and log set
•	To build in own surrounds
and/or furniture

®

heater and log set
•	To build in own surrounds
and/or furniture

heater and log set
•	To build in own surrounds
and/or furniture

•	Digital thermostat for easy

•	Digital thermostat for easy

•	Digital thermostat for easy

adjustment temperature

adjustment temperature

adjustment temperature
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Insert

NEW

Revillusion log set 20”
Revillusion®
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60,3 x 48,2 x 32 cm

•	Fire system for a realistic fire
experience
•	Fits into non-active fire places
•	Super realistic logs
•	Manual thermostat for
temperature adjustment
•	Extra: manual control on the
base of the log set
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Wall hung fires
Our supplementary range of wall hung fires will give you the freedom
of choice to cover your needs in your home. Simply hang it on the
wall, no further installation required. Our Synergy fire can be insert
for perfect integration into your walls. Clean, nicely shaped and full
features will give you a stunning upgrade of your living space.
A heater is built-in as well for your convenience.
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Wall hung

Wall hung

Toluca

Bizet black/white

Synergy

Optiflame

Optiflame

Optiflame®

82 x 54,5 x 15,5 cm

74 x 62 x 18 cm

128 x 49,4 x 17,9 cm

•	Coloured fuel bed - 4 colours

•	Modern and compact design

•	Acrylic glass decoration

•	Exchangeable frame in black or

•	Built-in flat to the wall

®
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adjustable including acrylic ice
•	Front glass with elegant black
frame
•	Digital thermostat for
temperature adjustment
•	Fire system can be adjusted in
intensity

®

white
•	Digital thermostat for
temperature adjustment

•	Decoration with dry materials is
possible
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Built-in furniture
A wide selection of our built-in furniture fires covers all sizes, styles and
colours, and they are suitable for any home from a small apartment to
a house of any size. See the different sizes and colours of this product
range and match it to your style at home.
Enrich your space with a dedicated focal point for making it comfy and
hygge. Of course, our products all have a built-in heater to quickly heat
up your room when you need it.
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Built-in furniture

Built-in furniture

NEW

Gisella white

Mini Mozart stone

Bellini
white/black
brown/concrete

Optiflame

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

58 x 80 x 17 cm

70 x 75,5 x 26 cm

65 x 86,8 x 19,5 cm

•	Compact, small size

•	Compact, small size

•	Modern design and compact

•	Incl. glass shelf on top

•	Textured off-white stone-look

®
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NEW

•	Pure white surface
•	Manual thermostat function for
temperature

finish
•	Manual thermostat function for
temperature
•	Country-style

model
•	Manual thermostat function for
temperature
You can choose a:
•	Overall white, clean finish
•	Black finish front panel

The Mini Mozart has no remote

•	Brown wood accent front

control

•	Concrete look accent front
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Built-in furniture

Built-in furniture

Mozart white HG

Nordic

Beethoven antique

Beethoven walnut

Chopin

Optiflame

Optiflame

Optiflame

Optiflame

Optiflame

Optiflame®

60 x 123,7 x 30,5 cm

77 x 103,5 x 34 cm

100 x 94 x 36 cm

100 x 94 x 36 cm

99 x 105 x 33,5 cm

•	Metal strip body cover

•	Tile lookalike sides

•	Antique edging with ornaments

•	Wood colour veneer

•	Classic style, cream colour

•	Scandinavian design look

•	Scandinavian design look

•	Classic style

•	Classic style

•	Colour: piano white

•	Log and storage compartment

•	Log and storage compartment

•	Digital thermostat to controle

•	Digital thermostat to controle

•	Mansion style

•	Great size: almost 125 cm high

•	Manual thermostat function for

®

- 26 - 85,7 x 92 x 37,5 cm

•	Modern design fireplace with
high gloss finish

•	Manual thermostat function for
temperature

Scandic
®

®

temperature

®

temperature

®

temperature

fireplace with ornaments
•	Digital thermostat to controle
temperature
•	Display integrated in front glass
panel
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Built-in furniture

Built-in furniture

NEW
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Moorefield

Cubic

Optimyst

Optimyst

87 x 92 x 32 cm

•	Contemporary design in cream-

®

white
•	Stone effect finish
•	Optional: mirror back panel
for an even more intens fire
experience

Vivaldi

Romero

Strata

Optimyst

Optimyst

Revillusion

Revillusion®

67x 127 x 42 cm

77 x 103,5 x 34 cm

60 x 115 x 31 cm

135,5 x 122,8 x 33,4 cm

138 x 124,5 x 41,5 cm

•	Elegant and sleek design in

•	Contemporary design

•	Look and feel of a Nordic

•	Modern fireplace in a great size

•	Big, modern fireplace in high

®

black
•	Nordic styled fireplace with log
compartment
•	Centerpiece with a height of
127 cm
•	Optional: mirror back panel
for an even more intens fire
experience

®

•	Black finish with bronze accents
•	Optional: mirror back panel

®

fireplace
•	Black body with metal sheet

for an even more intens fire

•	Log compartment for storage

experience

•	Optional: mirror back panel
for an even more intens fire
experience

Sherwood
®

with high gloss finish
•	Bottom and top accents with
walnut wood veneer
•	Brick back panel for a authentic
look
•	Unique realistic fire

gloss white.
•	Firebox with grey marble
accents
•	Grey accents of the body
•	Unique realistic fire
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Built-in furniture

Verdi

Haydn

Optimyst

Revillusion®

78 x 143 x 45 cm

141 x 121 x 41 cm

•	Almost 150 cm high, modern

•	Big size fireplace in country style

®
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look fireplace
•	Oval shape in high gloss white
•	Log compartment for storage
•	Nordic styled, contemporary
design
•	Optional: mirror back panel
for an even more intens fire
experience

•	Surround made of real wood
veneer natural oak
•	Brick back panel for a authentic
look
•	Unique, realistic fire with the
patented Revillusion® system
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Free standing
If you need a traditional fireplace to integrate into your cosy living
space, feel free to choose from our range of free-standing products.
Place it next to the wall or freely into the room to make sure it is most
comfortable for you and your family. The doors can be opened to give
you full authenticity, the only difference is that you don’t need to feed
it more logs. They all have an integrated, easy-to-use fan heater to heat
up the room quickly.
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Free standing

NEW
Lucia Stove

Stonebridge

Stockbridge

Optiflame

Optimyst

Optimyst®

51,0 x 59,6 x 34,6 cm

48 x 62 x 30 cm

62 x 66 x 39 cm

•	Traditional fireplace style with

•	Traditional freestanding

•	Decorative glass doors

®
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modern touch in matt black
finish
•	Glass front door with silver
colour handle
•	Manual thermostat function for
temperature

®

fireplace style
•	Including 2 glass front doors;
can be opened
•	Special mirror back panel for
intensive fire experience
•	Manual thermostat function for
temperature

•	Special mirror back panel for
intensive fire experience
•	Manual thermostat function for
temperature
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Technical details

Technical details

Product name

General specifications

- 36 Power consumption

Voltage
Accessories

Additional features

Additional specifications

Dimensions

Weight

Viotta de Luxe

23" Firebox - XHD23

26" Firebox - XHD26

DF2010 - 20" firebox

DF2550 - 25" firebox

DF2624L - 26" firebox

Revillusion log set 20"

Article number

208231

210951

210975

208002

208323

208316

211156

EAN code

5011139208231

5011139210951

5011139210975

5011139208002

5011139208323

5011139208316

5011139211156

Model

Insert

Firebox

Firebox

Firebox

Firebox

Firebox

Insert

Fire system

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Revillusion®

Colour

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

View of the fire

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

3 sided

Decoration / fuel bed

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Heat output

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Thermostat

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Timer

No

8h sleep timer

8h sleep timer

8h sleep timer

8h sleep timer

8h sleep timer

No

Heat setting 1 in W

1000W

1400W

1400W

750W

500W

1000W

650W

Heat setting 2 in W

2000W

-

-

1500W

1000W

2000W

1300W

Flame only operation
in W

10W

7W

7W

15W

8W

9W

9W

Max. consumption

2000W

1400W

1400W

1500W

1000W

2000W

1300W

Voltage/Electrical
frequency

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

Light module (included)

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

Sound module

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Colour effects settings

No

Yes, flames can slightly
adjusted to more bleu,
red or orange colour

Yes, flames can slightly
adjusted to more bleu,
red or orange colour

No

No

No

No

Length of the cord

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

Warranty

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

Measurements view of
the fire (HxW)

37 x 38 cm

42 x 52 cm

38 x 60 cm

39 x 52 cm

28 x 57 cm

33 x 58 cm

-

Outside dimensions
WxHxD

42,7 x 66 x 22,5 cm

58,4 x 51,9 x 19 cm

66 x 45,6 x 19 cm

54,7 x 56,1 x 22,8 cm

66 x 47,9 x 22,4 cm

69,4 x 59,8 x 20,9 cm

60,3 x 48,2 x 32 cm

Product weight

12,5 kg

12 kg

11 kg

12,9 kg

15,3 kg

14 kg

4,9 kg
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Technical details

Technical details

Product name

Toluca

Bizet black/white

Synergy

Gisella white

Mini Mozart stone

Bellini white

Bellini black

Bellini brown

Article number

210401

208354

209887

208392

208415

211149

211132

210456

EAN code

5011139210401

5011139208354

5011139209887

5011139208392

5011139208415

5011139211149

5011139211132

5011139210456

Model

Wall hung

Wall hung

Wall hung;
can be recessed into
the wall

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Fire system

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Pure white

White with stone-look/
black

White/white

White/black

White/brown

Colour
General specifications
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Power consumption

Voltage
Accessories
Additional features

Additional specifications

Dimensions

Weight

Black

Black

Black

View of the fire

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

Decoration / fuel bed

Acrylic ice

Log set

Glass ember bed

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Heat output

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Thermostat

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Timer

8h sleep timer

8h sleep timer

8h sleep timer

No

No

No

No

No

Heat setting 1 in W

1000W

1000W

550W

750W

750W

750W

750W

750W

Heat setting 2 in W

2000W

2000W

1100W

1500W

1500W

1500W

1500W

1500W

Flame only operation
in W

10W

15W

19W

15W

15W

10W

10W

10W

Max. consumption

2000W

2000W

1100W

1500W

1500W

1500W

1500W

1500W

Voltage/Electrical
frequency

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

Light module (included)

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

Sound module

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Colour effects settings

Multi colour fuel bed

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Length of the cord

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

Warranty

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

Measurements view of
the fire (HxW)

28 x 51 cm

28 x 52 cm

120 x 27 cm

34 x 38 cm

34 x 38 cm

34 x 38 cm

34 x 38 cm

34 x 38 cm

Outside dimensions
WxHxD

82 x 54,5 x 15,5 cm

74 x 62 x 18 cm

128 x 49,4 x 17,9 cm

58 x 80 x 17 cm

70 x 75,5 x 26 cm

65 x 86,8 x 19,5 cm

65 x 86,8 x 19,5 cm

65 x 86,8 x 19,5 cm

Product weight

12,5 kg

25 kg

32,5 kg

21 kg

20 kg

21,5 kg

21,5 kg

21,5 kg
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Technical details

General specifications
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Power consumption

Technical details

Product name

Bellini concrete

Mozart white HG

Nordic

Scandic

Beethoven antique

Beethoven walnut

Chopin

Moorefield

Article number

210449

208248

208187

208200

207906

207876

210470

203632

EAN code

5011139210449

5011139208248

5011139208187

5011139208200

5011139207906

5011139207876

5011139210470

5011139203632

Model

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Fire system

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optiflame®

Optimyst®

Colour

White/concrete

White high gloss

Anthracite

White

Off-white

Walnut

Off-white

Off-white

View of the fire

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

Decoration / fuel bed

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Heat output

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Thermostat

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Timer

No

No

No

No

8h sleep timer

8h sleep timer

8h sleep timer

No

Heat setting 1 in W

750W

1000W

1000W

1000W

750W

750W

750W

1000W

Heat setting 2 in W

1500W

2000W

2000W

2000W

1500W

1500W

1500W

2000W

Flame only operation
in W

10W

10W

10W

10W

15W

15W

10W

200W

Max. consumption

1500W

2000W

2000W

2000W

1500W

1500W

1500W

2000W

Voltage

Voltage/Electrical
frequency

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

Accessories

Light module (included)

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

Halogen

Additional features

Additional specifications

Dimensions

Weight

Sound module

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Colour effects settings

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Length of the cord

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

Warranty

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

Measurements view of
the fire (HxW)

34 x 38 cm

37 x 38 cm

37 x 38 cm

37 x 38 cm

39 x 52 cm

39 x 52 cm

39 x 52 cm

38 x 40 cm

Outside dimensions
WxHxD

65 x 86,8 x 19,5 cm

85,7 x 92 x 37,5 cm

60 x 123,7 x 30,5 cm

77 x 103,5 x 34 cm

100 x 94 x 36 cm

100 x 94 x 36 cm

99 x 105 x 33,5 cm

87 x 92 x 32 cm

Product weight

21,5 kg

40,3 kg

34,8 kg

42,6 kg

37 kg

37 kg

46,5 kg

38 kg
Option:
Mirror back panel
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Technical details

General specifications

- 42 Power consumption

Voltage
Accessories
Additional features

Additional specifications

Dimensions

Weight

Technical details

Product name

Cubic

Vivaldi

Romero

Strata

Sherwood

Verdi

Haydn

Article number

207425

203342

203335

210500

210937

206275

210494

EAN code

5011139207425

5011139203342

5011139203335

5011139210500

5011139210937

5011139206275

5011139210494

Model

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Freestanding wall unit

Fire system

Optimyst®

Optimyst®

Optimyst®

Revillusion®

Revillusion®

Optimyst®

Revillusion®

Colour

Black/anthracite

Black/bronze

Black/anthracite

White high gloss incl.
wood veneer bottom
and top

White/concrete

White

White incl. wood veneer
on top. Black finish at the
bottom

View of the fire

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

Decoration / fuel bed

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Log set

Heat output

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Thermostat

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Timer

No

No

No

8h sleep timer

8h sleep timer

No

8h sleep timer

Heat setting 1 in W

1000W

1000W

1000W

1000W

1000W

1000W

1000W

Heat setting 2 in W

2000W

2000W

2000W

2000W

2000W

2000W

2000W

Flame only operation
in W

200W

200W

200W

15W

15W

200W

15W

Max. consumption

2000W

2000W

2000W

2000W

2000W

2000W

2000W

Voltage/Electrical
frequency

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

Light module (included)

Halogen

Halogen

Halogen

LED preinstalled

LED preinstalled

Halogen

LED preinstalled

Sound module

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Colour effects settings

No

No

No

Fuel bed in blue/red hue

Fuel bed in blue/red hue

No

Fuel bed in blue/red hue

Length of the cord

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

Warranty

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

2 year

Measurements view of
the fire (HxW)

38 x 40 cm

50 x 40 cm

38 x 40 cm

58 x 75 cm

58 x 75 cm

50 x 40 cm

58 x 75 cm

Outside dimensions
WxHxD

67 x 127 x 42 cm

80 x 88 x 28 cm

60 x 115 x 31 cm

135,5 x 122,8 x 33,4 cm

138 x 124,5 x 41,5 cm

78 x 143 x 45 cm

141 x 121 x 41 cm

77,2 kg

77,5 kg

42 kg

86,2 kg

Product weight

36,5 kg

37 kg

35 kg

Option:
Mirror back panel

Option:
Mirror back panel

Option:
Mirror back panel

Option:
Mirror back panel
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Technical details

Accessories

Product name

Lucia Stove

Stonebridge

Stockbridge

Article number

211255

206404

206398

EAN code

5011139211255

5011139206404

5011139206398

Model

Freestanding stove

Freestanding stove

Freestanding stove

Fire system

Optiflame®

Optimyst®

Optimyst®

Colour

Black

Black

Black

View of the fire

1 sided

1 sided

1 sided

Decoration / fuel bed

Log set

Log set

Log set

Heat output

Yes

Yes

Yes

Thermostat

Yes

Yes

Yes

Timer

No

No

No

Heat setting 1 in W

900W

1000W

1000W

Heat setting 2 in W

1800W

2000W

2000W

Flame only operation
in W

10W

200W

200W

Max. consumption

1800W

2000W

2000W

Voltage

Voltage/Electrical
frequency

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

Accessories

Light module (included)

LED preinstalled

Halogen

Halogen

Sound module

No

No

No

Colour effects settings

No

No

No

Length of the cord

1,5 m

1,5 m

1,5 m

Warranty

2 year

2 year

2 year

Measurements view of
the fire (HxW)

25 x 38 cm

27 x 40 cm

Outside dimensions
WxHxD

51 x 59,6 x 34,6 cm

Product weight

15,8 kg

General specifications
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Additional features

Additional specifications

Dimensions

Weight

Mirror back panel
Engine 68-400

Mirror back panel
Engine 56-400

Transducer
standard

Article number: 205421

Article number: 205414

Article number: 06023133

EAN code: 5011139205421

EAN code: 5011139205414

Dimensions: 44 x 50,9 x 1 cm

Dimensions: 44 x 38,6 x 1 cm
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Optiflame® firesystems:
always glass front
Optimyst® firesystems:
open system; no closed glass front (doors
from Stonebridge /Stockbridge can be

28 x 53 cm

Halogen bulb
4pack

Halogen bulb
5pack

48 x 62 x 30 cm

62 x 66 x 39 cm

Article number: 06023090

Article number: 06022999

13,2 kg

15,6 kg

opened)
Revillusion® firesystems:
open system

Advantages

Fireside tales

Fireside tales

Simple, safe and flexible - electric
fires can be used almost anywhere.
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Disclaimer
This publication was created by
us with great care. All information
in this document may have been
misrepresented, changed or

All advantages at a glance

Bonfires are great, but only outdoors. Bringing fire into the

supplemented in the meantime. All

home is more complicated - the smoke needs to escape

intermediate changes are reserved. As

through a chimney or flue, strict legal and environmental

long as the stock lasts. Glen Dimplex is

guidelines must be observed. It’s much easier with an electric

not responsible for the consequences

No:

And:

Always:

fire. Plug it in, sit back, and enjoy the warm, cosy atmosphere.

of any acts, decisions or results made

• Smoke or soot

• Numerous design solutions

• Clean

That’s what makes electric fires so simple, safe and flexible.

solely on the basis of the information

•D
 ust emission

• Numerous integration options

• Simple

They are suitable for kid’s rooms, holiday homes, even yachts

in this publication. We emphasize that

•A
 sh

• With or without heating options

• Safe

… Wherever and however you want them.

for proper and safe installation and

•D
 irt

• More choice

•N
 eed to chop firewood

• More climate-friendly

Let your imagination run wild. Electric fires are the ideal

an expert must always be obtained and

•N
 eed to store firewood

• No or very limited installation

solution for public spaces, such as hotel lobbies, bars and

followed, and that applicable rules and

restaurants where installing a gas or wood-burning fire would

regulations must always be adhered

• Can be used almost anywhere

be highly complicated or, as usually the case, prohibited by

to. Our terms of delivery apply to this

• Ready for immediate use

law. In these elegant settings, a fire can create a whole new

document and these are available upon

• Reduce environmental impact

atmosphere with its magical light and flickering flames.

request.

•N
 eed to comply with
environmental regulations
•C
 himney sweeps

work

operation, the expertise and advice of
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Your dealer:
Glen Dimplex
Consumer Appliances Europe
EU Flame
Saturnus 8
NL-8448 CC Heerenveen
PO Box 219
NL-8440 AE Heerenveen
T. +31(0)513 656500

Follow us

F. +31(0)513 656501
E. info@dimplex-fires.eu

www.dimplex-fires.eu

@dimplexfiresnl

@dimplexfires_nl
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Let Dimplex inspire you

